
System Growth:   

Case Study for Carleton 

University   

In 2001, Carleton University wanted to procure a software system 

that would improve efficiency and reduce overhead in their 

Parking and Security office. They needed to manage a growing 

number of parking spaces, permit issuances, parking enforcement, 

dispatch and incident reporting as well as locker rentals. The main 

goal was to link permits with vehicles and users for easy tracking 

as well as to move away from a paper system to automate 

administration functions and provide a comprehensive audit trail.  

A unique, effective and cost efficient solution was delivered with 

the purchase of Operations Commander (OPS-COM). The OPSCOM 

team developed new functionality to enhance Carleton’s business 

processes that was easy to navigate and user friendly for both 

administrators and users. In addition, we tailored the system with 

the ability to modify or add technology in the future.  

Key Products and Services  

• Ops-Com system with ParkAdmin, ViolationAdmin and 

IncidentAdmin   

• Added functionality includes temp permits, appeals,  

Text2ParkMe, locker mgmt., dispatch and gate control   

• Updated technology for handhelds that are Android 

compatible using GPS and image capture technology 

 

Immediate ROI  

Carleton University saw an ROI within a year of purchase. Over the 

past 10 years they have experienced increasing profit margins and 

have grown from a small parking office to a complete campus 

parking services and security department. They were able to 

decrease overhead and increase efficiency in both their 

transportation and security offices. Since implementation they can 

provide a better customer experience, offering users the 

convenience of paying for parking anytime as well as providing 

access to payment history. Parking administration can now 

legitimately track sales, track appeal processes and maintain 

records for auditing purposes.   

As early as the fall of 2017 Carleton University will completely 

eliminate any printed parking permits with their entire parking 

management being based on LPR and user license plates.  Carleton 

University successfully manages some 28000 students and 

personnel along with their 4500 parking spaces and they do so at a 

decent profit, funding capital projects throughout the University. 

  

  

  

OPS - COM   helps organizations  

get the best ROI that brings  

parking, violation and  

incident management  

together.   

  

We don’t just sell you an  

“off the shelf” software  

solution,   we customize it for  

you.    

  

  

  

Operations Commander    
www.ops - com.com   

1 - 855 - 410 - 4141   
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